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Simple AnglePlay Quilt 

 - a great introduction to AnglePlay 

Templates by Off the Wall Quilt 

Template A will make a 2 x 4” finished rectangle.  All seam allowances are built in 

so there’s no complicated math.  The upper half of the template may be used as 

a “mini” and will make a rectangle 1” x 2”. 

Start by cutting strips of fabric, selvedge edge to selvedge edge (WOF), that are 1 

1/2” wider than the base of the template.  In this case, the template finishes at 

2” so we cut a strip that is 2 + 1 1/2 so it needs to be 3 1/2 inches wide.  

 

Cut the 3 1/2” strip into rectangles that are 1 1/2” longer than the template, so 4 

+ 1 1/2 = 5  1/2”. 

From each rectangle, it’s easy to cut 2 AnglePlay triangles 

When the words on the template are facing forward, it’s a right 

facing triangle (RFT) 

When the words on the template are backwards, it’s a left facing triangle (LFT) 

5 1/2” 

3 1/2” 

Make this easy wall-hanging sized quilt for practice. 

Use AnglePlay Templates A & B 

-Select a center block, panel or piece of fabric for the center.  Cut an 8 1/2” square. 

-Cut two 3 1/2” strips from both a light and dark fabric (4 total) 

-From the 3 1/2” strips cut 2 rectangles from each color 3 1/2” x 5 1/2” (4 total) 

-From the 3 1/2” strips cut 6 rectangles from each color 3 1/2” x 7 1/2” (12 total) 

 

Cut four 2 1/2” squares from either color, depending on how you want the corners to look 

WOF = Width Of Fabric 

LFT = Left facing triangle 

RFT = Right facing triangle 

HST = Half square triangle 

QST = Quarter square triangle 

8.5” 

2 1/2” 
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Using the 3 1/2 x 5 1/2” rectangles, 

stack each color wrong sides together 

and cut 4 triangles using Template A.  

This should give you 2 RFT and 2 LFT.   

Cut  

4 dark 

and  

4 light 

Stitch a light RFT to a dark RFT, make 2.  

Stitch a light LFT to a dark LFT, make 2. 

Repeat these steps with the 3 1/2 x 7 1/2” strips but use Template B and make 

6 sets 

Arrange and re-arrange the AnglePlay units.  Once you’ve selected a layout, stitch the A template units together end 

to end.  Then to opposite sides of the 8 1/2” center.  

Stitch the B template units together end to end and then to opposite sides of the center. 

Stitch more B units to opposite sides, then add  

LFT 

LFT RFT 

RFT 

Videos available at 

OffTheWallQuilt.com 
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Ideas for making a lap or baby sized quilt.  Add more blocks to make a bigger version. 

16 blocks 

This design uses half-square 

triangles on the corners 

This is the center 

block—2” strips next 

to a 4” strip 

Mix up the col-

ors and add 

quarter-square 

triangles in ever 

other center 

Add HSTs to make pin-

wheels in the center 

Find videos and more patterns at 

OffTheWallQuilt.com 
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